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Solution of Questions For Short Answer 

Chapter 33 : Electric Current 
Ans. 1.  
As current passes through wire of bulb it heats up and thus the resistance of 
wire (element) increase as its metal so current decreases as resistance increases 
after element is heated well the resistance stops increasing thus current stops 
decreases. 
 
Ans. 2. 
As Q= i^2 R t 
EMF is identical thus change in R would result into different thermal energies at 
given time. as all the other components are same but R1 and R2 are different. 
 
Ans. 3. 
Yes it is adiabatic process 
 
Ans. 4. 
Q is positive as it heats up 
W is positive as work done by resistor to the environment is positive  
thus U is zero as total internal energy is zero. 
 
Ans. 5. 
As neutral temperature is The temperature of the hot junction of a thermocouple 
at which the electromotive force of the thermocouple attains its maximum 
value, when the cold junction is maintained at a constant temperature of 0°C.  
so answer is yes.  
 
Ans. 6. 
Inversion temperature is equal to 2 * neutral temperature + temperature of cold 
junction 
In case cold junction is at zero temperature the condition is satisfied. 
yes in case )'C this condition does not stand but in case 0K this condition 
justifies. 
 
Ans. 7. 
Yes neutral temperature is arithmetic mean of cold junction temperature and 
inversion temperature. 
no units of temperature doesnot affects this equation. 
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Ans. 8. 
Yes polarity of electrolytic cell is fixed. 
 
Ans. 9. 
No as decrease in viscosity would lead to separate molecules of electrolyte by 
more distance thus electron mobility will decrease and this will increase the 
resistivity of electrolyte. 
 


